[Changes in autoregulation of coronary blood flow in rats with various sensitivity to stress].
The purpose of work: study of a role of endothelial nitric oxide in development of stress-induced changes in autoregulation of coronary blood flow in rats with various types of behaviour. The experiments were performed on isolated hearts of female-rats, in the "open field" test, depending on the type of impelling and searching activity of animals subdivided into two groups: "active" and "passive". After a 6-hour immobilization stress only in "passive" rats an increase of volumetric velocity of coronary flow; a decrease of an autoregulation index, coronary reserve against the background of intravascular pressure reduction, were found out. The blockade of nitric oxide synthesis in this group completely eliminated the stress-induced decrease of coronary vascular tone and essentially limited the caused by stress dissociation of coronary flow and the contractility function of the myocardium. In blood plasma of "passive" animals the nitrite/nitrate contents was by 55% more than of the "active" rats. After the transferred stress, in "passive" animals the nitrite/nitrate concentration in blood plasma increased by 29% and in "active" rats--by 136%; the absolute values, however, did not differ between the groups. Thus the autoregulation of coronary flow seems to be subject to action of stress in the rats showing a "passive" type of behaviour in the test "open field", and practically does not change in "active" animals; secondly, in spite of the fact that the stress-induced amplification of NO-producing function andothelium of coronary blood vessels is stereotyped in different rats, in "passive" rats, apparently, sensitivity of coronary vessels to nitric oxide is higher than at "active" those.